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Modernity And The Holocaust Zygmunt Bauman
A new afterword to this edition, "The Duty to Remember?But What?" tackles
difficult issues of guilt and innocence on the individual and societal levels.
Zygmunt Bauman explores the silences found in debates about the Holocaust,
and asks what the historical facts of the Holocaust tell us about the hidden
capacities of present-day life. He finds great danger in such phenomena as the
seductiveness of martyrdom; going to extremes in the name of safety; the
insidious effects of tragic memory; and efficient, "scientific" implementation of the
death penalty. Bauman writes, "Once the problem of the guilt of the Holocaust
perpetrators has been by and large settled... the one big remaining question is
the innocence of all the rest?not the least the innocence of ourselves." Among
the conditions that made the mass extermination of the Holocaust possible,
according to Bauman, the most decisive factor was modernity itself. Bauman's
provocative interpretation counters the tendency to reduce the Holocaust to an
episode in Jewish history, or to one that cannot be repeated in the West precisely
because of the progressive triumph of modern civilization. He demonstrates,
rather, that we must understand the events of the Holocaust as deeply rooted in
the very nature of modern society and in the central categories of modern social
thought.
The production of ‘human waste’ – or more precisely, wasted lives, the
‘superfluous’ populations of migrants, refugees and other outcasts – is an
inevitable outcome of modernization. It is an unavoidable side-effect of economic
progress and the quest for order which is characteristic of modernity. As long as
large parts of the world remained wholly or partly unaffected by modernization,
they were treated by modernizing societies as lands that were able to absorb the
excess of population in the ‘developed countries’. Global solutions were sought,
and temporarily found, to locally produced overpopulation problems. But as
modernization has reached the furthest lands of the planet, ‘redundant
population’ is produced everywhere and all localities have to bear the
consequences of modernity’s global triumph. They are now confronted with the
need to seek – in vain, it seems – local solutions to globally produced problems.
The global spread of the modernity has given rise to growing quantities of human
beings who are deprived of adequate means of survival, but the planet is fast
running out of places to put them. Hence the new anxieties about ‘immigrants’
and ‘asylum seekers’ and the growing role played by diffuse ‘security fears’ on
the contemporary political agenda. With characteristic brilliance, this new book by
Zygmunt Bauman unravels the impact of this transformation on our contemporary
culture and politics and shows that the problem of coping with ‘human waste’
provides a key for understanding some otherwise baffling features of our shared
life, from the strategies of global domination to the most intimate aspects of
human relationships.
Life in Fragments is a continuation of the themes and motifs explored in Zygmunt
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Bauman's acclaimed study, Postmodern Ethics (Blackwell, 1993). Described by
Richard Sennett as a major event in social theory, Postmodern Ethics subverted
the pieties of subversion which rule the postmodern imagination, arguing for an
ethic of being with the Other, beyond the fashionable imperative of anything goes
or the deconstruction of identity through difference.
Evil is a poorly understood phenomenon. In this provocative 2005 book,
Professor Vetlesen argues that to do evil is to intentionally inflict pain on another
human being, against his or her will, and causing serious and foreseeable harm.
Vetlesen investigates why and in what sort of circumstances such a desire
arises, and how it is channeled, or exploited, into collective evildoing. He argues
that such evildoing, pitting whole groups against each other, springs from a
combination of character, situation, and social structure. By combining a
philosophical approach inspired by Hannah Arendt, a psychological approach
inspired by C. Fred Alford and a sociological approach inspired by Zygmunt
Bauman, and bringing these to bear on the Holocaust and ethnic cleansing in the
former Yugoslavia, Vetlesen shows how closely perpetrators, victims, and
bystanders interact, and how aspects of human agency are recognized, denied,
and projected by different agents.
In this new book, Bauman examines how we have moved away from a 'heavy'
and 'solid', hardware-focused modernity to a 'light' and 'liquid', software-based
modernity. This passage, he argues, has brought profound change to all aspects
of the human condition. The new remoteness and un-reachability of global
systemic structure coupled with the unstructured and under-defined, fluid state of
the immediate setting of life-politics and human togetherness, call for the
rethinking of the concepts and cognitive frames used to narrate human individual
experience and their joint history. This book is dedicated to this task. Bauman
selects five of the basic concepts which have served to make sense of shared
human life - emancipation, individuality, time/space, work and community - and
traces their successive incarnations and changes of meaning. Liquid Modernity
concludes the analysis undertaken in Bauman's two previous books
Globalization: The Human Consequences and In Search of Politics. Together
these volumes form a brilliant analysis of the changing conditions of social and
political life by one of the most original thinkers writing today.
Modern civilization, Bauman argues, promised to make our lives understandable
and open to our control. This has not happened and today we no longer believe it
ever will. In this book, now available in paperback, Bauman argues that our
postmodern age is the time for reconciliation with ambivalence, we must learn
how to live in an incurably ambiguous world.
Grzegorz Niziolek's The Polish Theatre of the Holocaust is a pioneering analysis
of the impact and legacy of the Holocaust on Polish theatre and society from
1945 to the present. It reveals the role of theatre as a crucial medium of collective
memory – and collective forgetting – of the trauma of the Holocaust carried out by
the Nazis on Polish soil. The period gave rise to two of the most radical and
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influential theatrical ideas during work on productions that addressed the subject
of the Holocaust – Grotowski's Poor Theatre and Kantor's Theatre of Death - but
the author examines a deeper impact in the role that theatre played in the
processes of collective disavowal to being a witness to others' suffering. In the
first part, the author examines six decades of Polish theatre shaped by the
perspective of the Holocaust in which its presence is variously visible or
displaced. Particular attention is paid to the various types of distortion and the
effect of 'wrong seeing' enacted in the theatre, as well as the traces of affective
reception: shock, heightened empathy, indifference. In part two, Niziolek
examines a range of theatrical events, including productions by Leon Schiller,
Jerzy Grotowski, Tadeusz Kantor, Andrzej Wajda, Krzysztof Warlikowski and
Ondrej Spišák. He considers how these productions confronted the experience of
bearing witness and were profoundly shaped by the legacy of the Holocaust. The
Polish Theatre of the Holocaust reveals how -- by testifying about society's
experience of the Holocaust -- theatre has been the setting for fundamental
processes taking place within Polish culture as it confronts suppressed traumatic
wartime experiences and a collective identity shaped by the past.
Zygmunt Bauman is one of the most inspirational and controversial thinkers on
the scene of contemporary sociology. For several decades he has provided
compelling analyses and diagnoses of a vast variety of aspects of modern and
liquid modern living. This book considers the theoretical significance of his
contribution to sociology, but also discusses and adopts a critical stance towards
his work. The Sociology of Zygmunt Bauman introduces and critically appraises
some of the most significant as well as some of the lesser known of Bauman's
contributions to contemporary sociology. An international team of scholars
delineates and discusses how Bauman's treatment of these themes challenges
conventional wisdom in sociology, thereby revising and revitalizing sociological
theory. As a special feature, the book concludes with Bauman's intriguing
reflections and contemplations on his own life and intellectual trajectory,
published here for the first time in English. In this postscript aptly entitled 'Pro
Domo Sua' ('About Myself'), he describes the pushes and pulls that throughout
the years have shaped his thinking.
Today we hear much talk of crisis and comparisons are often made with the Great Depression
of the 1930s, but there is a crucial difference that sets our current malaise apart from the
1930s: today we no longer trust in the capacity of the state to resolve the crisis and to chart a
new way forward. In our increasingly globalized world, states have been stripped of much of
their power to shape the course of events. Many of our problems are globally produced but the
volume of power at the disposal of individual nation-states is simply not sufficient to cope with
the problems they face. This divorce between power and politics produces a new kind of
paralysis. It undermines the political agency that is needed to tackle the crisis and it saps
citizens’ belief that governments can deliver on their promises. The impotence of governments
goes hand in hand with the growing cynicism and distrust of citizens. Hence the current crisis
is at once a crisis of agency, a crisis of representative democracy and a crisis of the
sovereignty of the state. In this book the world-renowned sociologist Zygmunt Bauman and
fellow traveller Carlo Bordoni explore the social and political dimensions of the current crisis.
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While this crisis has been greatly exacerbated by the turmoil following the financial crisis of
2007-8, Bauman and Bordoni argue that the crisis facing Western societies is rooted in a much
more profound series of transformations that stretch back further in time and are producing
long-lasting effects. This highly original analysis of our current predicament by two of the
world’s leading social thinkers will be of interest to a wide readership.
This book offers an incisive and original perspective on the works of Zygmunt Bauman,
perhaps the greatest sociologist of the late twentieth century. It examines the limitations of his
approach while recognising the importance of his legacy as a theorist who insisted on the need
for moral engagement.
This life-course analysis of family development focuses on the social dynamics among family
members. It features parent-child relationships in a larger context, by examining the help
exchange between kin and nonkin and the intergenerational transmission of family
characteristics.
Education and Intercultural Identity offers a dialogue between influential authors Zygmunt
Bauman and Agostino Portera that reflects on and discusses contemporary events and issues
relating to the crisis of global normativity, education and intercultural identity. Centered around
a previously unpublished dialogue between Bauman and Portera, the book contains an
extended introduction by Riccardo Mazzeo that traces key themes in the dialogue and
highlights the importance of education in our globalized world. The book highlights that
intercultural and multicultural education is the best developed model to meet modern day
challenges that include religious pluralism, pollution, and conflict. It also contains timely
material relating to significant issues affecting society today; including the refugee crisis, rising
authoritarian nationalism, and the risks and challenges of globalisation and sustainability. This
book will be of great interest for academics, scholars and students in the fields of intercultural
education, sociology and the sociology of education.
This social theory text combines the structure of a print reader with the ability to tailor the
course via an extensive interactive website. Readings from important classical and
contemporary theorists are placed in conversation with one another through core themes—the
puzzle of social order, the dark side of modernity, identity, etc. The website includes videos,
interactive commentaries, summaries of key concepts, exams and quizzes, annotated
selections from key readings, classroom activities, and more. See the website at
www.routledgesoc.com/theory New to the second edition: Expanded web content.
Teacher/student feedback employed to clarify difficult concepts. Reframed contemporary
section now offers readings by Robert Merton, Bruno Latour, David Harvey, Zygmut Bauman,
and Anthony Giddens.
The Holocaust - the murder of Europe's Jews by Nazi Germany - has too often been depicted
in isolation by its historians. The Final Solution: a Genocide is the first study to combine a
detailed re-appraisal of the development of the genocide of the Jews with full consideration of
Nazi policies against other population groups, and a comparative analysis of other modern
genocides. Moving beyond a narrow focus on Nazi Germany, Donald Bloxham provides a
broadperspective on a whole continent in crisis from the late nineteenth century onwards and
considers the Holocaust as the culmination of a much wider history of European genocide and
ethnic cleansing. Ultimately, he shows that an explanation for the Holocaust rooted exclusively
in Nazism and antisemitism isnecessarily inadequate when set against one prepared to give
due weight to the immediate circumstances of the Second World War in eastern Europe, and
to situate the Jewish genocide within the broader patterns of human behaviour in the latemodern world.
In Culture, Modernity and Revolution a group of distinguished sociologists and social
philosophers reflect upon the major concerns of Zygmunt Bauman. Their essays not only
honour the man, but provide important contributions to the three interlinked themes that could
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be said to form the guiding threads of Bauman's life work: power, culture and modernity.
Culture, Modernity and Revolution is both a remarkable sociological commentary on the
problems facing East-Central Europe and an exposition of some of the key, hitherto neglected,
features of the modern cultural universe.
A bold new exploration that answers the most commonly asked questions about the Holocaust.
Despite the outpouring of books, movies, museums, memorials, and courses devoted to the
Holocaust, a coherent explanation of why such ghastly carnage erupted from the heart of
civilized Europe in the twentieth century still seems elusive even seventy years later.
Numerous theories have sprouted in an attempt to console ourselves and to point the blame in
emotionally satisfying directions—yet none of them are fully convincing. As witnesses to the
Holocaust near the ends of their lives, it becomes that much more important to unravel what
happened and to educate a new generation about the horrors inflicted by the Nazi regime on
Jews and non-Jews alike. Why? dispels many misconceptions and answers some of the most
basic—yet vexing—questions that remain: why the Jews and not another ethnic group? Why the
Germans? Why such a swift and sweeping extermination? Why didn’t more Jews fight back
more often? Why didn’t they receive more help? While responding to the questions he has
been most frequently asked by students over the decades, world-renowned Holocaust
historian and professor Peter Hayes brings a wealth of scholarly research and experience to
bear on conventional, popular views of the history, challenging some of the most prominent
recent interpretations. He argues that there is no single theory that “explains” the Holocaust;
the convergence of multiple forces at a particular moment in time led to catastrophe. In clear
prose informed by an encyclopedic knowledge of Holocaust literature in English and German,
Hayes weaves together stories and statistics to heart-stopping effect. Why? is an authoritative,
groundbreaking exploration of the origins of one of the most tragic events in human history.
This measured and thoughtful book provides a comprehensive critical commentary on
Bauman's social theory. It explores the roots of his ideas in questions of capital and labour,
and explains how these ideas flourished in Bauman's later writings on culture, intellectuals,
utopia, the holocaust, modernity and postmodernism. Bauman's work has been wide-ranging
and ambitious. This book fulfils the objective of providing an authoritative critical guide to this
essential thinker.
Modernity was supposed to be the period in human history when the fears that pervaded social
life in the past could be left behind and human beings could at last take control of their lives
and tame the uncontrolled forces of the social and natural worlds. And yet, at the dawn of the
twenty-first century, we live again in a time of fear. Whether its the fear of natural disasters, the
fear of environmental catastrophes or the fear of indiscriminate terrorist attacks, we live today
in a state of constant anxiety about the dangers that could strike unannounced and at any
moment. Fear is the name we give to our uncertainty in the face of the dangers that
characterize our liquid modern age, to our ignorance of what the threat is and our incapacity to
determine what can and can't be done to counter it. This new book by Zygmunt Bauman one of
the foremost social thinkers of our time is an inventory of liquid modern fears. It is also an
attempt to uncover their common sources, to analyse the obstacles that pile up on the road to
their discovery and to examine the ways of putting them out of action or rendering them
harmless. Through his brilliant account of the fears and anxieties that weigh on us today,
Bauman alerts us to the scale of the task which we shall have to confront through most of the
current century if we wish our fellow humans to emerge at its end feeling more secure and selfconfident than we feel at its beginning.
Evil is not confined to war or to circumstances in which people are acting under extreme
duress. Today it more frequently reveals itself in the everyday insensitivity to the suffering of
others, in the inability or refusal to understand them and in the casual turning away of one’s
ethical gaze. Evil and moral blindness lurk in what we take as normality and in the triviality and
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banality of everyday life, and not just in the abnormal and exceptional cases. The distinctive
kind of moral blindness that characterizes our societies is brilliantly analysed by Zygmunt
Bauman and Leonidas Donskis through the concept of adiaphora: the placing of certain acts or
categories of human beings outside of the universe of moral obligations and evaluations.
Adiaphora implies an attitude of indifference to what is happening in the world – a moral
numbness. In a life where rhythms are dictated by ratings wars and box-office returns, where
people are preoccupied with the latest gadgets and forms of gossip, in our ‘hurried life’ where
attention rarely has time to settle on any issue of importance, we are at serious risk of losing
our sensitivity to the plight of the other. Only celebrities or media stars can expect to be noticed
in a society stuffed with sensational, valueless information. This probing inquiry into the fate of
our moral sensibilities will be of great interest to anyone concerned with the most profound
changes that are silently shaping the lives of everyone in our contemporary liquid-modern
world.
To forget after Auschwitz is considered barbaric. Baer and Sznaider question this assumption
not only in regard to the Holocaust but to other political crimes as well. The duties of memory
surrounding the Holocaust have spread around the globe and interacted with other narratives
of victimization that demand equal treatment. Are there crimes that must be forgotten and
others that should be remembered? In this book the authors examine the effects of a
globalized Holocaust culture on the ways in which individuals and groups understand the moral
and political significance of their respective histories of extreme political violence. Do such
transnational memories facilitate or hamper the task of coming to terms with and overcoming
divisive pasts? Taking Argentina, Spain and a number of sites in post-communist Europe as
test cases, this book illustrates the transformation from a nationally oriented ethics to a transnational one. The authors look at media, scholarly discourse, NGOs dealing with human rights
and memory, museums and memorial sites, and examine how a new generation of memory
activists revisits the past to construct a new future. Baer and Sznaider follow these attempts to
manoeuvre between the duties of remembrance and the benefits of forgetting. This, the
authors argue, is the "ethics of Never Again."
This collection of essays by leading sociologists, anthropologists, historians, philosophers, and
political/legal theorists considers both what social theory has to say about the Holocaust, and
also what the Holocaust has to say about social theory. The essays are informed by the
premise that--a decade after its publication--Zygmunt Bauman's claim is still true that social
theory has either failed to address the Holocaust or protected itself from its implications.
Distributed by ISBS. c. Book News Inc.
Global thinker, public intellectual and world-famous theorist of ‘liquid modernity’, Zygmunt
Bauman (1925-2017) was a scholar who, despite forced migration, built a very successful
academic career and, after retirement, became a prolific and popular writer and an intellectual
talisman for young people everywhere. He was one of those rare scholars who, grey-haired
and in his eighties, had his finger on the pulse of the youth. This is the first comprehensive
biography of Bauman’s life and work. Izabela Wagner returns to Bauman’s native Poland and
recounts his childhood in an assimilated Polish Jewish family and the school experiences
shaped by anti-Semitism. Bauman’s life trajectory is typical of his generation and social group:
the escape from Nazi occupation and Soviet secondary education, communist engagement,
enrolment in the Polish Army as a political officer, participation in the WW II and the support for
the new political regime in the post-war Poland. Wagner sheds new light on the post-war
period and Bauman’s activity as a KBW political officer. His eviction in 1953 from the military
ranks and his academic career reflect the dynamic context of Poland in 1950s and 1960s. His
professional career in Poland was abruptly halted in 1968 by the anti-Semitic purges. Bauman
became a refugee again - leaving Poland for Israel, and then settling down in Leeds in the UK
in 1971. His work would flourish in Leeds, and after his retirement in 1991 he entered a period
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of enormous productivity which propelled him onto the international stage as one of the most
widely read and influential social thinkers of our time. Wagner’s biography brings out the
complex connections between Bauman’s life experiences and his work, showing how his
trajectory as an ‘outsider’ forced into exile by the anti-Semitic purges in Poland has shaped
his thinking over time. Her careful and thorough account will be the standard biography of
Bauman’s life and work for years to come.
Murder in our Midst analyses the ways in which the Holocaust has been represented in a
variety of media - academic histories, popular literature, poetry, cinema, art, memorials, and
museums. Bartov addresses such issues as how different cultures have come to terms with
the Holocaust and with what effects in times of peace and war.
Sociology is concerned with modern society, but has never come to terms with one of the most
distinctive and horrific aspects of modernity - the Holocaust. The book examines what
sociology can teach us about the Holocaust, but more particularly concentrates upon the
lessons which the Holocaust has for sociology. Bauman's work demonstrates that the
Holocaust has to be understood as deeply involved with the nature of modernity. There is
nothing comparable to this work available in the sociological literature.

Punishing the Other draws on the work of Zygmunt Bauman to discuss contemporary
discourses and practices of punishment and criminalization. Bringing together some of
the most exciting international scholars, both established and emerging, this book
engages with Bauman’s thesis of the social production of immorality in the context of
criminalization and social control and addresses processes of ‘othering’ through a
range of contemporary case studies situated in various cultural, political and social
contexts. Topics covered include the increasing bureaucratization of the business of
punishment with the corresponding loss of moral and ethical reflection in the public
sphere; punitive discourses around border control and immigration; and exclusionary
discourses and their consequences concerning ‘terrorists’ and other socially and
culturally defined outsiders. Engaging with national and global issues that are more
topical now than ever before, this book is essential reading for academics and students
of involved in the study of the sociology of punishment, punishment and modern
society, the criminal justice system, philosophy and punishment, and comparative
criminology and penology.
When Freud wrote his classic Civilization and its Discontents, he was concerned with
repression. Modern civilization depends upon the constraint of impulse, the limiting of
self expression. Today, in the time of modernity, Bauman argues, Freud's analysis no
longer holds good, if it ever did. The regulation of desire turns from an irritating
necessity into an assault against individual freedom. In the postmodern era, the liberty
of the individual is the overriding value, the criterion in terms of which all social rules
and regulations are assessed. Postmodernity is governed by the 'will to happiness': the
result, however, is a sacrificing of security. The most prominent anxieties in our society
today, Bauman shows, derive from the removal of security. The world is experienced as
overwhelmingly uncertain, uncontrollable and frightening. Totalitarian politics frightened
by its awesome power; the new social disorder frightens by its lack of consistency and
direction. The very pursuit of individual happiness corrupts and undermines those
systems of authority needed for a stable life. This book builds imaginatively upon
Bauman's earlier contributions to social theory. It consolidates his reputation as the
interpreter of postmodernity. The book will appeal to second-year undergraduates and
above in sociology, cultural studies, philosophy and anthropology.
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The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations
Award—enabling graduate students and early career faculty to attend the annual ASA
pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. Now available for the first time in print
and e-book formats Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory: Text and
Readings offers students with the best of both worlds—carefully-edited excerpts from the
original works of sociology?s key thinkers accompanied by an analytical framework that
discusses the lives, ideas, and historical circumstances of each theorist. This unique
format enables students to examine, compare, and contrast each theorist’s major
themes and concepts. In the Fourth Edition of this bestseller, examples from
contemporary life and a rich variety of updated pedagogical tools (tables, figures,
discussion questions, and photographs) come together to illuminate complex ideas for
today’s readers. Attention Instructors! Free digital resources are included with this text.
Learn more.
A comprehensive and accessible guide to the major themes and debates in Holocaust
historiography over the last two decades.
Janina Beauman was thirteen-years-old when Hitler's decree forced her family into the
Jewish ghetto in Warsaw. The young, bright and lively girl suddenly found herself in a
cramped flat hiding with other Jewish families. At first even curfews and the casual
cruelty meted out by the German occupiers could not completely wipe out her passion
for books, boys and romance, 'Perhaps we've been wasting the last bits of our lives not
even trying to found out what life is?' Then came the raids and Janina, with her sister
and mother, had to keep on the move to avoid being one of thousands rounded up
every day and deported to the camps. Their escape to the 'Aryan' side was followed by
years spent behind hidden doors, where dependence on others was crucial, and all that
a growing girl craves, denied. Told through her teenage diaries, this is an extraordinary
tale of a passionate young woman's survival and courage.
This thoughtful and illuminating book provides a major statement on the meaning and
importance of postmodernity.
Zygmunt Bauman's powerful and persuasive study of the postmodern perspective on
ethics is particularly welcome. For Bauman the great issues of ethics have lost none of
their topicality: they simply need to be seen, and dealt with, in a wholly new way. Our
era, he suggests, may actually represent a dawning, rather than a twilight, for ethics.
In Heterology and the Postmodern, Julian Pefanis presents a new view of the history of
poststructuralism (heterology) and the origins of postmodernism by analyzing three
important French theorists, Georges Bataille, Jean Baudrillard, and Jean-François
Lyotard. Beginning with the introduction of Hegel in French postmodernist
thought—largely but not exclusively through the thought of Georges Bataille—Pefanis
argues that the core problematics of postmodern aesthetics—history, exchange,
representation, and writing—are related to Bataille’s reconceptualization of the Hegelian
framework. Pefanis explores how Bataille was influenced by Hegel, Marcel Mauss,
Freud, and Nietzsche, and traces the effects of this influence on the analyses and
critiques of later postmodernists, most notably Lyotard and Baudrillard. Finally,
employing these postmodernists along with Freud and Jacques Lacan, Pefanis
discusses discourse on postmodernism and its relation to Freud’s concept of the death
drive. This intellectual history makes valuable contributions to the debates over what
the “postmodern” may mean for intellectual and political activity.
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German Visual Dictionary A visual way to learn German It’s a fact—seeing something
helps us remember it. This handy guide helps you build your German vocabulary with
full-color pictures that illustrate the words. You’ll be able to communicate with native
speakers faster as you learn and remember more words and their meanings. The book
is organized by themes such as transportation, accommodations, restaurants and
eating, sports, emergencies, shopping, and more, making it especially useful for
travelers. Boost your learning speed today! Inside Navigate a city Handle money like a
local Master short conversations Be prepared for emergencies
We are spurred into action by our troubles and fears; but all too often our action fails to
address the true causes of our worries. When trying to make sense of our lives, we
tend to blame our own failings and weaknesses for our discomforts and defeats. And in
doing so, we make things worse rather than better. Reasonable beings that we are,
how does this happen and why does it go on happening? These are the questions
addressed in this new book by Zygmunt Bauman - one of the most original and
perceptive social thinkers writing today. For Bauman, the task of sociology is not to
censor or correct the stories we tell of our lives, but to show that there are more ways in
which our life stories can be told. By bringing into view the many complex
dependencies invisible from the vantage point of private experience, sociology can help
us to link our individual decisions and actions to the deeper causes of our troubles and
fears - to the ways we live, to the conditions under which we act, to the socially drawn
limits of our imagination and ambition. Sociology can help us to understand the
processes that have shaped the society in which we live today, a society in which
individualization has become our fate. And sociology can also help us to see that if our
individual but shared anxieties are to be effectively tackled, they need to be addressed
collectively, true to their social, not individual, nature. The Individualized Society will be
of great interest to students of sociology, politics and the social sciences and
humanities generally. It will also appeal to a broader range of readers who are
interested in the changing nature of our social and political life today.
Traces the development of racial hygiene theory and eugenics research in Germany
from the end of the 19th century through the Third Reich. Discusses particularly the
work of Alfred Ploetz, a leading propagator of racial hygiene, and his anti-Jewish views.
It was argued that German medical science had fallen prey to the "Jewish spirit" and
was thus in need of reform. Argues that the biological, medical, and anthropological
variants of racism were not only concerned with antisemitism but also influenced Nazi
health and social policy. Eugenicists of Jewish origin became victims of the system they
had helped to construct. Analyzes how racial hygiene theories were incorporated into
Hitler's racial antisemitism and became the basis for the Nazi sterilization and
euthanasia programs which, in turn, became the basis for the mass murder of the Jews.
In this ground-breaking book, Shaun Best analyses the intellectual knowledge
production of Zygmunt Bauman and his rise to academic stardom in the English
speaking world by evaluating the relation between his biography, the contexts in which
he found himself, and why his intellectual creativity is admired by so many people.
Bauman has an interesting 'contested' biography and underwent a number of
intellectual shifts from the early stages of his academic career as Marxist. Bauman
moved on and for almost ten years he was associated with 'postmodernity' (from
1989-1997) but in 2000 he decided to distance himself from postmodernism and
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rebrand his approach to understanding the contemporary world as 'liquid modernity'.
Best shows how Bauman developed his canonised status becoming an intellectual guru
in the UK and in Australia despite being largely ignored by the academic community in
the United States and Central Europe. Rather than investigating Bauman's academic
output as a demonstration of his 'creative genius', Best argues that most academic
output involves the interplay of multiple factors and this book evaluates the influences
on both intellectual choices and the social factors or contexts that led Bauman to attach
himself to different sets of ideas during his academic career.
Zygmunt Bauman's new book is a brilliant exploration, from a sociological point of view,
of the 'taboo' subject in modern societies: death and dying. The book develops a new
theory of the ways in which human mortality is reacted to, and dealt with, in social
institutions and culture. The hypothesis explored in the book is that the necessity of
human beings to live with the constant awareness of death accounts for crucial aspects
of the social organization of all known societies. Two different 'life strategies' are
distinguished in respect of reactions to mortality. One, 'the modern strategy',
deconstructs mortality by translating the insoluble issue of death into many specific
problems of health and disease which are 'soluble in principle'. The 'post-modern
strategy' is one of deconstructing immortality: life is transformed into a constant
rehearsal of 'reversible death', a substitution of 'temporary disappearance' for the
irrevocable termination of life. This profound and provocative book will appeal to a wide
audience. It will also be of particular interest to students and professionals in the areas
of sociology, anthropology, theology and philosophy.
This book is about the central figure of our contemporary, ‘liquid modern’ times – the
man or woman with no bonds, and particularly with none of the fixed or durable bonds
that would allow the effort of self-definition and self-assertion to come to a rest. Having
no permanent bonds, the denizen of our liquid modern society must tie whatever bonds
they can to engage with others, using their own wits, skill and dedication. But none of
these bonds are guaranteed to last. Moreover, they must be tied loosely so that they
can be untied again, quickly and as effortlessly as possible, when circumstances
change – as they surely will in our liquid modern society, over and over again. The
uncanny frailty of human bonds, the feeling of insecurity that frailty inspires, and the
conflicting desires to tighten the bonds yet keep them loose, are the principal themes of
this important new book by Zygmunt Bauman, one of the most original and influential
social thinkers of our time. It will be of great interest to students and scholars in
sociology and in the social sciences and humanities generally, and it will appeal to
anyone interested in the changing nature of human relationships.
The book discusses the role of intellectuals in the modern world.Bauman connects this
with current analyses of modernity andpost-modernity. The theme of the book is that
the tasks ofintellectuals change from being 'legislators' to 'interpreters'with the transition
from modernity to post-modernity. The book discusses the role of intellectuals in the
modern world.Bauman connects this with current analyses of modernity andpostmodernity. The theme of the book is that the tasks ofintellectuals change from being
'legislators' to 'interpreters'with the transition from modernity to post-modernity.
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